


 First Concept
for a ski and winter sports museum

in Chongli, China



 In January and April 2019 preliminary talks were 
held in Vienna and Chongli between the representatives 
of the Chinese Olympic Committee and the city of 
 Mürzzuschlag, including the director of the 
 WinterSportMuseum.

In Chongli, the impressive projects for the Winter 
 Olympics 2022 were presented as part of this.  
The nearby “Four Seasons” ski resort will be home  
to a new museum covering around 6,000 m².

The mayor, Rudischer Karl, and the director of the 
 WinterSportMuseum Mürzzuschlag, Nothnagl Hannes, 
have specific expertise regarding the architecture and 
all topics relevant to setting up a museum, such as 
curating, design, and marketing.

Both of them were able to visit the existing museum  
in Chongli, which has a spacious floorplan and boasts 
many photos, posters and tables, as well as multimedia 
presentations.

As a result, the emphasis of the new museum will be on 
presenting original items. These will give the museum 
special added value compared to exhibition halls. They 
will also enhance the uniqueness of the new museum. 
The new museum’s most important architectural and 
conceptual design features also include plans for future 
use with special exhibitions, tours, programmes for 
children & young people, employee training and much 
more. We are happy to coordinate and harmonize the 
programmes with the entire cultural and sports resort.

The WinterSportMuseum Mürzzuschlag can offer the 
new museum numerous original items relating to the 
history of the development of winter sports. The scope 
and number of items depend on the space available. 
Below, we divide up the original objects into the most 
important subject areas and assume floor space of 
around 2,000 m².

Introduction
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Area 1 

Snow and Ice



 How is snow/ice formed? 
Preparation of information on how snow and ice 
are formed.

 Different types of snow
 Insight into the weight, consistency and structure 

of snow.

 Requirements for winter sports
 What the requirements are for being able  

to perform winter sports on snow.

 Fun versus danger
 When/where snow is fun and where snow  

becomes a danger (avalanches).

 Natural snow versus machine-made snow
 Details about the different types of snow and their 

advantages and disadvantages

 Technical snowmaking
 Latest technology for the production of snow
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Area 2 

Introduction 
to the topic of winter sports

 Explanation of the most important questions from a historical perspective through to the future

 What are winter sports? 

 How long have winter sports been around? Where do they come from?

 Who does winter sports?

 Where are winter sports done?

 Why do people do winter sports?
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Area 3 

Listing the different types 
of winter sports



 There are numerous winter sports, many of  
which have a traditional background and vary 
widely depending on where they are done.  
Here, we present the types of winter sports  
with their differences around the world.

 Explanation of how the individual disciplines work 
(already well prepared in the existing 

 Chongli-museum).

 New modern sports, current developments, 
curiosities icluded.

3. Subject area: Listing the different types of winter sports
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Area 4 

Skiing



 The origins of skiing
 
 Rock paintings/drawings and ski artefacts – the first sources - dating
 The snow tyre and skiing to aid in hunting
 Snow tyres and skis as a means of transport 
 Use of these tools by hunters, foresters, military personnel and postmen
 Skiing in China (Altay, etc.)
 Skiing in Asia (Japan, etc.)
 Skiing in Europe and other parts of the world
 Mass participation sports versus competitive sports
 Modern forms of skiing (freestyle, freeride, fun, heliskiing, etc.)

 I. Historical essay
    based on a few selected objects
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 Selected objects presented together to give a 
good overview  
Several pieces of equipment and items of clothing 
dating from 1900-2000 as an overview 
(possibly mounted on mannequins). 1 presentation 
for each year: 1900, 1920, 1940, 1960, 1980, 2000

 Objects presented by subject group in detail  
This area has a primarily European focus

 1. STRUCTURE
• SKI
• Snow tyres
• Skis historically (up to specialisation)
• Nordic skiing: Cross-country skiing, Ski jumping
• Alpine skiing
• Backcountry skiing
• Special disciplines (high speed, etc.)

 II. Development of the equipment 
    documentation using numerous objects!



 2. SKIING OBJECTS
From wooden skis and wood-layered skis to 
metallic and plastic skis, compound skis, variety of 
long-established Austrian companies along with 
international items, snow tyres, Alpine and Nordic, 
backcountry, special skis belonging to prominent 
athletes ... | Focus: 1900-2000 
Highlights: Rare original skis owned by Mathias 
Zdarsky (skiing pioneer from Lillienfeld), ski rarities 
produced by little-known ski companies and those 
with rare edges, as well as racing skis of current 
stars, Marcel Hirscher and Mikaela Shiffrin

Offer: around 500 objects 
(some pairs, some singles)

• BINDINGS
 Items related to bindings: This area provides a 

more in-depth presentation of the individual 
models that are important because of particularly 
exciting developments. From the leather strap 
binding to metallic (1900) and the Huitfeld, through 
to the metallic plate and Bildstein strap (1930). 
After this comes the wire rope binding, the first 
front bindings and heel mechanism (1960), binding 
plates and complete binding systems (2000). 

 Highlights: rare models and curiosities, such as the 
Schuster or Austria binding

Offer: around 150 objects 
(singles)

• SKI POLES
 Ski pole objects: Overview presentation from 

wooden and bamboo poles through to steel and 
aluminium, then fibreglass or titanium

 Highlights: Wooden poles with rare ski plates and 
special steel poles

Offer: around 40 objects 
(some pairs, some singles)

• SKI BOOTS
 Ski boot objects: Overview presentation from the 

nailed leather shoe through to the laced leather ski 
boot, buckled shoe, the first plastic shoes, rear 
binding boots, racing models, even cross-country, 
ski jumping, backcountry, etc. (some pairs, some 
singles)

 Highlights: Leather boots with iron nail studs

Offer: around 50 objects 
(some pairs, some singles)

• CLOTHING

• ACCESSORIES
 Accessory objects (climbing skins, wax, edge 

grinding ...): Many tools related to skiing are vital: 
from wax (to help skis glide), through to climbing 
skins (that help skiers to ascend when touring) and 
edges (metallic edges provide better grip on hard 
surfaces and protect the skis), through to ski tip 
protectors (to protect the end of the skis), etc. 

 Highlights: Ski waxing iron

 Offer: around 90 objects
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Area 5 

Snowboarding 



Area 5 

Snowboarding 

 I. Historical development 
    and explanation 
        of lifestyle

 II. Development of the objects 
 STRUCTURE
• Prototypes
• Racing boards
• Freeride/freestyle boards

The snowboard was/is more than an item to compete with skis - it was/is a lifestyle.  
From racing through to fun, freeride, freestyle or slope style boarding
Highlights: Swingbow

Offer: around 10 objects
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Area 6 

Sleds, toboggans &
bobsleighs



 I. Historical development 

 II. Development of the objects 

 STRUCTURE
• Sleds
• Sport toboggans
• Bobsleighs
• Skibobs

From work sleds through to toboggans for leisure use, through to racing bobsleighs. 
Special section for monosliders and skibobs
Highlights: Leoben steel toboggan bent from a single iron pipe and the first racing bobsleigh

Offer: around 40 objects 
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Area 7 

Ice sports



Area 7 

Ice sports

 I. Historical development 

 II. Development of the objects 
 STRUCTURE
• Ice skating
 Figure skating
 Speed skating
• Ice hockey
• Curling

Presentation of the individual disciplines within ice sports - ice skating, ice hockey, 
curling with the respective equipment (boots, shoes, brushes, etc.)
Highlights: „Screw steamer“ = leather shoes with screwed on runners and bracket

Offer: around 40 objects 
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Area 8 

Olympic winter sports



 I. Historical development

 II. Selected items from successful athletes 
 or relating to the Olympics 

 STRUCTURE
• Medals
• torches
• posters
• badges
• mascots and much more 

Highlights: Torch from the 1976 Olympic Games in Innsbruck

Offer: around 50 objects 

 Description of the Olympic Games of antiquity
Coubertin’s idea - the Olympic Games for the modern age - 
Summer / Winter
Host countries / cities
Stars
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Area 9 

XXIXth 
Summer Olympics 
in Beijing 2008

Area 10 

XXIVth 
Winter Olympics 
in Beijing 2022

302 competitions 
across 28 sporting fields; 
11,129 athletes/participants

with venues in Yanqing and 
Zhangjiakou-Chongli



Selection of objects for the new museum in Chongli

 In preparation of the departments for the new 
museum in Chongli, Hannes Nothnagl, director of the 
WinterSportMuseum Mürzzuschlag paid special 
attention to the perfect selection of real objects. The 
WinterSportMuseum Mürzzuschlag is happy to be able 
to offer so many original items to those responsible for 
the Winter Olympics 2022. The selection and presenta-

tion of objects makes the new museum in Chongli 
completely unique. We are pleased to have already 
been able to give you a special item as a gift in Beijing in 
March.
Of the objects selected, special attention has been paid 
to the widespread effects of the development of winter 
sports and the resultant mass phenomena. We can offer 

you extensive specialist literature to accompany the 
objects. This would form the basis for a winter  
s  ports history centre of excellence in China.
We will also gladly give you access to our international 
contacts, so that you can organise the acquisition of any 
missing objects from specific special geographic 
backgrounds for your new museum.

Museum design

 We will also gladly assist with designing your new 
museum. In this concept we have summarised the 
specialist, chronological and object-related basic 
elements. The design implementation depends on the 
final spatial requirements and the coordination of the 
current, overarching topic areas in the new museum. 
The sequence also needs to be adjusted to the local 
conditions. Area 10: the XXIVth Winter Olympics in 
Beijing can be placed at the start of the exhibition 
because of its topicality.

The number of original objects used for the museum 
design depends on the topics presented. On the one 
hand, we recommend areas where few original items 
are presented, as this shows the rarity of the collection.
On the other hand, areas with plenty of original items 
can be a creative design choice. For example, a variety 
of skis shows the spread of skiing amongst the European 
population. Particularly before Second World War, 
Alpine tourism developed rapidly thanks to the develop-
ment of additional ski areas, the increased construction 

of ski lifts and the improved accessibility of valleys at 
higher elevations.
We recommend having multimedia presentations 
running in the background to accentuate and reinforce 
the impact of the unique original items. It is advisable to 
appeal to different senses (sight, hearing, touch and 
smell) in the exhibition (what snow smells like, how cold 
it is, what snowfall sounds like, etc.). When labelling the 
items, we recommend using storytelling.

Final comments
Original objects for the new museum in Chongli from the WinterSportMuseum Mürzzuschlag

 It is essential the new ski and winter sports muse-
um in Chongli incorporates numerous original objects 
into its exhibition. Thanks to their three-dimensional 
nature, the original items are true witnesses to the 
development of the sport, give the museum a sense of 
professional expertise, and makes it a unique place to 
visit.
Due to the extensive and growing range and variety of 
items collected since the founding of the WinterSport-
Museum in Mürzzuschlag, it is possible to support this 

project by providing a large number of original items. 
We are happy to discuss the precise procedure and 
terms with you.
As part of the establishment of the new museum, we 
recommend to set up a collection storage depot. Here 
you can subsequently develop an extensive collection, 
which in turn will underline the unique nature of the 
new museum. We would be happy to provide our 
expertise when discussing further collection strategies.

 Master of Arts, Nothnagl Hannes
 Director of the WinterSportMuseum Muerzzuschlag

 Schlathau Brigitte
 Manager of the Muerzzuschlag Agentur

 Architect Rudischer Karl
 Mayor of the city of Muerzzuschlag
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8680 Muerzzuschlag
Wiener Straße 13
AUSTRIA

T: +43 (0)3852 3504

office@wintersportmuseum.com
www.wintersportmuseum.com


